
INTRODUCTION

In 1989, Yuanming 
Ballast Factory was 
founded

Manufacturing 
Mercury ballast

In 1999, Shanghai 
Yuanming Lighting 
Technology Co.,Ltd 
was established. 

The Yuan Ming Lighting Technology Company, Ltd. (YML) was 

established in 1999 and is located in Shanghai, one of the best 

known economic regions of the Western Pacific. YML specializes

in electrodeless induction lamp technology research & development 

and energy-saving applications. The company's predecessor, the 

Yuan Ming Ballast Factory, was founded in 1989. 

Over the last 20 years, YML has become one of the largest 

manufacturers in China's. In response to the country's plans for 

energy efficiency, YML provided 25-500W induction lamps, relev-

ant lighting fixtures, and appliances.

In 2003, after the success of its first plant, YML expanded into 

a 35,000 square meter, energy-efficient industrial manufacturing 

base and R&D Center in the Shanghai Integrative Industrial 

Development Area, the top level industrial area in the city. The 

new facility utilizes modern R & D methods and control systems 

such as sterile work areas and efficient lighting laboratories. The 

company also proudly employs a variety of fully automatic assembly 

lines and computer program-controlled equipment. These endeavors 

effectively guarantee stability and consistency in its products.

YML has over 50 patents on electrodeless induction lamp products. 

It also earned the title of the Shanghai High-Tech Enterprise Award. 

YML has also obtained UL & CUL, CE, CB,SAA, FCC, CCC, ISO9002, 

ISO14001, and numerous other certifications. The products have 

been used in many important projects such as Shanghai's indoor 

stadium, the Shanghai World Expo Garden, Beijing Tian'an'men 

Square, and in many buildings of the top 500 enterprises in the city.

Yuan Ming Lighting has a strong technical service team, which 

provides technical consultations, lighting plans and solutions, 

testing, and after-sales service for domestic and overseas clients.

Specializing in 
manufacturing
of HID Ballasts, 
Triggers and
Lighting Sources

In 2004, YML 
successfully
developed the 
electrodeless
Induction Lamp.

In 2006, YML 
beganto mass-
produce the
electrodeless 
Induction Lamp

Presently, YML is 
one of the largest 
manufacturers
of Induction Lamps



Shanghai  High-Technology Enterprise

FCC Certificate   UL&CUL Certificates

We have 5 International patents(PCT)

Why choose YML?

ETL&CETL Certificates ROHS Certificate

ISO9001-2008 Certificate ISO14001-2004 Certificate

Awards/Certificates

YML is your most professional choice.

1. From the aspect of component purchasing cost, 60% of the parts are imported from USA & Japan, while 

    the rest from Korea or Taiwan. 

2. Research & Development Capacity: YML has an established R&D Department with over 15 years of 

    experience in HID lamp controlling devices, and using its expertise to make YML's innovative ballasts.

    Furthermore, the R&D Department at YML is able to customize zero to ten-volt dimming and/or timing

     induction lamps and ballasts with a variety of features for your needs. 

3. Product Reliability: Over the years, YML has developed high testing standards for its generator and ballast. 

    YML is committed to these standards in each and every product.

4. Certification: YML has UL/CUL certification for 25 kind of ballasts, with power from 40~400W and voltage 

    from 120~277V and 208~347V.

The cost of an YML Induction Lamp is determined by the craftsmanship and value it provides the customer. 

YML Induction Lamps are made of the finest materials available on the market today.

1: Lens Cleaning: YML uses ultrasonic and high purity water. The water goes through a detailed process to 

    attain quality better than drinking water.

2. Phosphor Powder: YML imports a high-quality, durable powder from Japan. 

3. Powder Formulation: YML develops its formulated powder with medical-grade equipment and through 

    very thorough procedures.

4. Lamp Technology: YML utilizes specialized discharge technology in its lamps to provide reliable lighting. 

5. Core Material: YML incorporates a unique magnetic core material in its lamps. The magnetic material is 

    imported from Japan, and YML is only one of two companies in all of China that is licensed to use this 

    material.

YML Fixture Features:

Though the universal fixture style of Induction Lighting is generally very similar, YML fixtures feature 

several unique facets. 

1. In a typical system, if the bulb and craftwork is good enough, then the induction system lifespan will depend 

    on the ballast. However, the ballast's lifespan depends on the operating temperature. YML has created a 

    special thermal design on the fixture to protect the ballast from overheating.

2.YML has a special lab to issue IES files for every fixture. Before the fixture is developed, YML designs

    and thoroughly inspects the reflector many times to make sure the fixture has the best efficiency and light 

    distribution.

3.YML's specially designed fixture structure not only ensures it has excellent heat exchange, fixture efficiency, 

   and light distribution, but also makes sure it can conform to the international safety rules such as UL, ETL, 

   SAA, and CE-LVD.

     

YML Induction Lamp Features:

Appraised as Advanced Unit
of Shanghai 2006-2010 

Awarded, "Quality Assured Brand" t
itle in China.

We have 27 Chinese Patents

CE-LVD Certificate CE-EMC Certificate

YML Induction Generator Features:
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